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THE STRENGTH OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF INORGANIC SALTS. 
                    Il}- Rlo Kiraeln and Kazuo Moue. 
                            Introduction. 
    Glass and quartz are used ordinarily as optical t•indolrs to measure tiie olrtirrl 
properties of materials under high pressure. The pressure ranges of glass and 
quartz for the optical window are already reported'r, and the authors measured the 
strength of single crystals df sodium chloride, potassium chloride and lithium 
fluoride to determine the pressure range (or the optical rviudow. 
                           Experimental. 
    Materials, The test piecesare single crystals of sodium chloride, potassium 
chloride and lithium Iluoridc=', produced in our laboratory accept the sodium 
chloride imported for ind~.istrial use. Tsch test piece is (onued as a cylinder, 
lehich is 13..1b mm in diameter and °_-..I L mm in thickness. The sur(accs of the 
test pieces arc polished to be optically flat. 
    Apparatus and method. The apparatus sed for the experiment is a pressure 
proof chamber as Pig. 1. One surface of the test piece (a) is set on the steel 
case n( the window (b), and exposed to the ahnos- b 
pheric pressure through the hole (d), and [he other 
surfaces are set uuder pressure. The steel surface / 
and the test piece surface are polished for optical use, / ,, % d , /                                                          ,j ~-; 
and no packing is used for pressure sealing. .~_ 
    A gas compressor is used for pressing to X00 a 
kg/cm=, and an intensifier" for the pressures higher / 
than f100 kg/cm=. The speed of pressing is 50 ka/cm' 1 I p 
per minute under the pressures less than o00 kg/cm=, pressure proof cnemhe: 
and 20(1 kg/cm= per minute uuder the pressures 1a~' 1
higher than SOOI;g/cm=. The experiments are can'ied out at room temperature. 
    1) R. Kiynum, Tki. fnrrrnnl, 19, 17 (1945) 
     °) R. 6iyamn and S. \timmura, T~rrJnurnnl, El, 69 (1951) 
    3) R Kiyamn, Tbrr formm~Q I9, 1(1945)
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                        Experimental results. 
   Sodium chloride. 
    At fir:.t,the test piece is pressed with the window of 2 mm in diameter for 
a shoo time (?0-..IfiOmin.). The sectiolis of the test pieces in Pig. 2 show the 
                              e(fecks of all the stages of pressing. There 
                             is no change until 400 kg/cm= (A). Whenthe 
                              pressure ~cceds 500 kg/qn=, a plastic flowis 
   A B ~ observed and a pa3t of the test piece protrudes 
  o into the hole of the atmospheric side (B). The 
                              height of the p.ohvsron increases as the pres-
                                   s::re lines, and under the same pressure,it 
  D E F                                increasesas the tuna of 
pressing. \'Vhen the           Fs. 
                              pressure scceds 2000 k,/cm=, a berating state 
s: ddenly takes place,-the top of the p:oG'r lion cracks as (C) and (ll), and at the 
pressure increases higher, a hemispherical defect ap}ear; as if paled from the 
atmospheric side as (t•:). And when the presswe increases moreover, mvty coa-
cenhic crack lines are observed around the defect and the region o(these cr.cks 
gradually increases. \Vhen the pressure reaches 26(10 kg/cm', the test piece be-
comes opaque from the swface of the atmospheric side as (F), and is crushes at 
last. 
   The test pieces made of the imported scxlium chloride of Iro!y-crystal for in-
dustrial rse, show the smaller strength than the artificial sodium chloride. 1'he 
(B), (C) avd (F,) state are observed at 600, 1200 and 1600 kg/cnr' respectively. 
    The same e~pe,iment is carried out with the Imle of a window case, 4 mm 
in diameter. The results are as follows : the pressure ffects are the same as 
the window of 2 mm hole under lower pressure, and the effects as (B), (C) and 
(F) are obsen•ed at 500, 1500 and 2000 kg/c m= respectively. 
   No change is obsen•ed after 46 hours under 400 kg/cm= with ~ mm hole 
window. 
    Potassium chloride. 
   \~'ith regard to potassium chloride,-the effects as (B), (C) and (E) are observed 
at 400, 1300 and • 1500 kg/cm' r espectively with the hole of 2 mm in d?ameter. 
    No dtange is observed after 25 hours under 360 kg/an" with the hole of 
4 mm in diameter. 
    Fig. 3 shows the test pieces corresponding with' the states of (B)~-(P) in
1 (1950)
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                                         Fig. 3 
   Lithium fluoride. 
    The tr_stpieces which are 2,.8 mm in thickness arc pressed with a 4 mm hole 
window. No change is observed at 2000-~4000kg/cm° practically. 
                          Supplement. 
   The strength is nearl}• the same value irrespective of the direction of crystal 
aces. 
    The moisture in the compressed air is separated by the separator f the com-
pressor, and the strength shows the same value independent of the condition of 
the weather. \Vhen the measurement for along=time, a dewpoint is reached by
the change of room temperature and the part of the 
piece is dissolved by condensed eater, but it does 
not burst because of sufficient thickness of the piece 
as Fig. 4. 
    S«lium chloride and potassium chloride are plas-
tic beyond the elastic limit, and in this range, the 
thickness of [he part of the piece in contact with the 
sh:el swface decreases, and a part of the atmospheric 
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becomes hollow slightly. In a thiner cylinder, blow•ina out of the pieces is possible. 
It is supposed that the phenomena arc due to the slide of crystal attice. Under 
the pressure beyond this range, the a-ack lines gron' to the direction of crystal 
aces, the tesC piece is broken in small cubic pieces, and it smashes at last. 
   Sodium chloride, potassium chloride and lithium fluoride can be usedas optical 
windows under 400, 250 and 4000 ky/cnr respectively. 
   These salts have their own optical properties and lithium fluoride is water 
proof. "1"he mechanical strength of sotliam chloride surpasses potassium chloride, 
and the mechanical strength of lithium fluoride is much greater than the above 
two. Prom the above reasons, lithium fluoride has many excllences which can 6e 
used as optical window in wide high pressure range. 
    In conclusion, the design of the optical window of inorganic salts under high 
pressure is formed. 
   The authors express hearty thanks to the Ministry of Education for the 
Scientific Research Grant. 
                            Tlrr Lnl>orntnry of Yh~~sical Chrmistry~, 
                                       li)'ota Uwi.,rrsitp.
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